ONE PLATFORM - CONNECTING EVERYTHING

MANAGING MOBILITY
TRANSPORTATION
AND LOGISTICS

MOBILITY IS EXPEDITING TRANSPORTATION
AND LOGISTICS
Mobile technology has been indispensable in transportation and logistics for over 20 years. But, the
industry is seeing an accelerating reliance on mobile devices and apps to improve customer service,
reduce costs, and increase productivity. The downsides of more mobile devices and apps is more
complexity, more risk, and more IT headaches. SOTI MobiControl eliminates risk and relieves those
headaches. We make it easy to deploy, manage, secure and support all of your laptops, tablets,
smartphones and IoT endpoints. SOTI helps you deliver better than the competition.

DELIVER END-TO-END SUPPLY
CHAIN VISIBILITY
Lower costs and increased capabilities of mobile
devices are putting them into the hands of everyone
that touches the supply chain. They give real-time
asset visibility to everything including drivers,
vehicles, & cargo. Improved visibility from pickup
to delivery is required for efective Supply Chain
Management (SCM). Additional integration with
important back end systems (e.g. CRM, ERP, payroll,
etc.) lets you improve the eiciency, accuracy and
timeliness of key business processes.

IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
More timely and accurate information makes
everyone happier: the shipper, the carrier and
especially the customer. Real-time data enables
accurate delivery times and provides the reason and
duration behind any delay. Keep your customers
happy by rapidly identifying and reporting OS&D
(Over, Short, Damage) situations and initiating freight
claims process. Accurate delivery times streamline
operational eiciency and make it faster and easier
to oload and cross-dock important shipments.

WHAT CAN SOTI DO FOR TRANSPORTATION AND
LOGISTICS?
ELIMINATE DOWNTIME
Mobile workers require a functional device for optimal eiciency. However, they don’t have the expertise to
ix them when a problem occurs. SOTI MobiControl’s remote support features make it easy for IT staf to
communicate with remote users, see what is going on and then ix the problem. Remote support is available
anywhere and anytime so the problem device doesn’t have to be shipped back to HQ for repair.

KEEP DRIVERS SAFE
Whether you manage a leet of vehicles or oversee a mobile workforce, there are measures you can take to
reduce risks of distracted driving. SOTI MobiControl’s distracted driving policies can assist to protect your
workers from dangerous driving. We let you lock down devices or applications based on vehicle speed. SOTI
can help reduce risks to your organization by enabling lockdown/kiosk mode, which limits the functionality
of mobile devices on the road.

TRACK YOUR ASSETS
Your workers are constantly on the move, and so are their mobile devices. Visibility into where these assets are,
and what they are doing can improve your operations. SOTI MobiControl can track everything a mobile device
does even down to when used. Our lexible reporting features make it easy for HQ to extract this information
to igure out ways to streamline their mobile operations. SOTI helps you keep track of your valuable mobile
assets with robust reporting and analytics capabilities to drive eicient mobility management.

MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE
Mobile technology, embedded engine telemetry and Electronic Logging Devices (ELDs) are capturing
more data and such as mileage, fuel consumption, engine performance, and driver hours of service (HOS).
Temperature sensors in warehouses, refrigerated trucks and trailers, maintain “cold chain” compliance. SOTI
MobiControl secures and manages all of your mobile devices and intelligent IoT endpoints. Whatever device
make, form factor, and operating system you need, SOTI can support it and will continue to do so as long as
you require.

SOTI is a proven innovator and industry leader for simplifying business mobility and IoT solutions by making them
smarter, faster and more reliable. SOTI helps businesses around the world take mobility to endless possibilities.
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